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1. Deplores the placement and advancement of militarization/weaponization of space and
believes in holding all nations accountable for the their actions in space,

a. Focuses on the elimination of the 4 main types of weaponry in space, which
include,

i. Cyber

ii. Kinetic physical

iii. Kinetic non-physical

iv. Electronic

b. Does not outright ban these weapons but heavily encourages limited usage of
these weapons and the possibility of leveling sanctions against violating nations,

c. Maintains that any harm done to a nation from the militarization of space
authorizes conventional warfare and response;

2. Encourages member states to disregard the PPWT for being prejudicial against nations that
have greater roles in outer space

a. PPWT is prejudicial against nations that have larger roles within space

b. Encourages the support of the PAROS treaty instead

3. Strongly Admonishes nations who test weapons in outer space

a. Creates space debris which can be harmful to space operations

b. Does not ban space weapons testing completely

i. Must keep tests within nations own borders

ii. Tests must not intrude on any other countries sovereignty

4. Requests that any current deployment of stockpile of ASATS or kinetic weapons should be
halted or put out of service and that the dismantlement be reported within reason,



a. Confirms that ASAT tests not only put nations within risk in space but also result
in dangerous debris that indirectly make space more dangerous and inoperable for
many nations,

i. Reminds nations that space debris includes particles and objects
present from products made on earth in space that contain massive amounts of
energy;

b. Does not forcefully remove ASATs as this would be a breach of national sovereignty

5. Allows for the continuation of ground-based space weapons to be used

a. Does not prohibit anti-missile counter systems which use space as a medium to
prevent strikes against a nation

b. Furthermore, does not prohibit the use of GPS satellites and any other tools used
for recording or reconnaissance from space,

i. This includes any tool that does not present to issue of damaging
property in space or a nation’s physical wellbeing or infrastructure

6. Reinforces principles of the Outer Space Treaty that deplore claims of sovereignty over
foreign celestial bodies,

a. Nations may still construct surface bases or orbital stations of any celestial body
so long as these facilities have no military purposes,

i. The installation of weapons or technology with defensive capabilities
will be permitted so long as these devices are never used for offensive
operations,

b. Nations may not conduct weapons tests on any celestial body due to no nation
having ownership of any body in outer space

i. Any conducted weapons tests will be perceived as a violation of the
Outer Space Treaty principle that discourages against the damage of any
celestial body

1. Nations are encouraged to impose heavy sanctions against any
state that violates the treaty in order to discourage and prevent
future damage from being caused that may inhibit exploration and
scientific progress,

ii. Weapons tests in outer space will be considered as an escalation of
conflict due to their inherent nature

7. Supports the communication between countries regarding space and any concerns related to
the weaponization and militarization of space.


